WHEEL SCRAPERS
T

he gauge and press wheel scraper
consists of an adjustable poly blade
or a metal blade that keeps the
depth wheel clean and mud-free allowing
you to keep an even and consistent seed
depth. Mud build up can lead to shallow
plantings, delayed emergence and overall
reduction in yield.

John Deere, Kinze & White
gauge wheel scraper

Scraper easily flips out of
the way when not in use.

With the gauge and press wheel scrapers
you will be able to spend more time on the
tractor with no time cleaning your depth
wheels. No down time cleaning the wheels
equals more acres planted per day.

Case IH press wheel scraper

The gauge wheel scraper easily welds or
bolts onto most planters and once the wheel
scraper is installed, with a one wrench
design, it will conveniently flip out of the way
when you are not using it.

John Deere 455 press wheel scraper

Chicken Tracker scraper

Case IH 1200 gauge wheel scraper
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FEATURES—DESIGN
▶▶ Readily adaptable on most planters
▶▶ Welds or bolts on
▶▶ Flips out of the way when not needed
▶▶ Scrapers are made of high molecular poly for
wearability
▶▶ Designed shape to fit contour of tire
▶▶ Scrapers are adjustable in and out - up and down
to fit any tire
▶▶ Slotted holes in scraper and arm for adjustability
▶▶ Dual edge scrapers for double life

BENEFITS
▶▶ Keeps the gauge and press wheels
clean even in loose, muddy soil
▶▶ Keeps gauge wheel clean so seed
depth does not change
▶▶ Affordable & economical
▶▶ Let’s you plant wetter/better

Strip Cat

without scrapers

with scrapers
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